
Timezone Research Findings
AIT Interviews conducted 05.26.18



AITs are forced to do a lot of guesswork

Duplicate entries in the timezone 
dropdown cause confusion and lead 
to increased disagreement rates

“There is this Hong Kong, and there's this 
Asia/Hongkong. But it appears the same in the 
preview.”

“There are times, for example CST that are also 
equivalent to this one (CDT).”



AITs are forced to do a lot of guesswork

The AIT team has to decide on which 
duplicate entry to use in order to ensure 
higher agreement rates

“We (team) decided to select 'Hong Kong' because it's 
more explicity than 'Asia/Hongkong'” 

“What we did for the US time zones is we (team) had a 
discussion where if the sender says "CT" in their email, 
we should choose this one, "Central Time", then this 
one... etc. So there will be no disagreements.”



Recommendations

AITs are forced to do a lot of 
guesswork

➔ AITs should have the ability to 
tag the mention as accurately as 
possible, while having their 
choice resolve to 1 entry. 

➔ Continue consolidation of 
duplicate entries



AITs lack resources and tools to look-up and 
confirm time zones themselves

When AITs don’t know a 
timezone, and cues in the UI 
aren’t helpful enough, they usually 
ask a supervisor to Google the 
timezone. This leads to increased 
handling times. While they do 
have a map of US timezones, that 
doesn’t cover all of the cases 
where there’s confusion.

“There are times when a sender mentions a place, but it 
does not appear at all in this list. So we Google that 
location and check if it's in the same place as one of these 
mentioned. ”

“We're provided with a US map here in our office. We check 
that for US timezones. For example, California is not in the 
list of timezones so we look that up.”

“Sometimes we have to flag them (supervisors) down to 
ask them information about a certain place. I think that's 
when it takes a longer time and affects our handling time.”



Recommendations

AITs lack resources and tools to 
look-up and confirm time zones 
themselves

➔ Consider adding expanded 
location search to the console

➔ Consider adding reference maps 
directly to the console



UI & System Limitations

Inaccurate timezone listings lead to 
concern around accuracy and 
agreement rates

AITs are trained to enter explicitly mentioned 
timezones as accurately as possible. However, 
if they can’t find a corresponding timezone in 
the list, they’re likely to tag it as ‘not enough 
information.’ 

 “If it's not in the dropdown list, we usually tag it 
as ‘not enough information’”

“We're concerned that we can't do the other 
tagging if we say ‘not enough information’”

“When it comes to cities, that causes problems 
for us. When it comes to a city or a country that's 
not in the list, that's when we click 'not enough 
information’.”



Recommendations

UI & System Limitations

➔ Expand list of cities, or add 
lookup capabilities.



UI & System Limitations

The UI is not always consistent in 
how it displays timezones

“Look at the preview... it shows CDT even though 
I put in CT. That's how I know they are 
redundant.”



Recommendations

UI & System Limitations

➔ Consolidate all duplicate entries

➔ Have preview match mention in 
body of email as closely as 
possible



UI & System Limitations

Labels on dropdown were neither helpful nor harmful

“We use the timezones on the Quick Select. It's helpful because we 
don't have to type the timezones. Once we click, their (timezones) are 
just there to see. Especially the US timezones.”

“For the Quick Select, it's more the most used timezones. I don't know 
actually.”

“Actually, I'm not sure what these mean. I guess the "In This Meeting" 
just shows the timezone they are actually talking about?”



Recommendations

UI & System Limitations

➔ Consider removing ‘Quick Select’
and other labels on dropdown.

➔ Allow suggested timezone to be 
a valid entry without explicit input 
from AIT. The AIT would verify, 
but not have to input.



UI & System Limitations

Fix width of timezone input 

The width of the timezone input automatically adjusts to the 
width of the text selected. This has widely varying results and 
sometimes makes it difficult to quickly scan what was entered.

“Maybe the width of the window adjusts to the length of the timeone? 
For us it's important that it adjusts to the length of the timezone so we 
can be able to see if we've really selected the right timezone. ”

“But is it possible that it (timezone dropdown) has a standard width? 
Maybe to fit the longest timezone?”

   



Recommendations

UI & System Limitations

➔ Standardize width of input



Suggestions from AITs

Group all timezones formats which resolve to the 
same timezone in the backend. 

Note: This has already been done for ET/EST/EDT, and has been a big help 
to the AITs to decrease confusion.

   



Suggestions from AITs

Add cities, or the ability to search for cities to the timezone list.

“We really need to expand the coverage of cities in the dropdown list”

   



Suggestions from AITs

Add GMT+ back to list

“All (GMT-) are showing up on the drop down but (GMT+) are no longer showing up. One 
associate discovered yesterday that when they manually type down (GMT-) 2 entries are 
showing up the other turned out to be the (GMT+). Can we just reflect all the (GMT+) on the 
drop down to avoid confusion?”

   


